
Mannheim Familienpass (Family pass) 

Mannheim Familienpass 

For the year 2017, the City of Mannheim is offering the Familienpass for all Mannheim Families and 

single parents, independent of their income. The Familienpass is intended to stimulate parents and children 

to spend their leisure time together and facilitate their access to the existing range of offers. The 

Familienpass (voucher booklet with authorisation card) can be obtained by all families and single parents 

with children aged under 18 years, who have their main residence in Mannheim. The Familienpass 2017 

can be collected free of charge from Citizens’ Services, or ordered using the following Online form. 

Familienpass plus 

Since 2010, the Familienpass has been supplemented by the Familienpass plus. In the same voucher 

booklet, you can find further price reductions and attractive offers for families and single parents who 

receive benefits in accordance with the SGB (Social Code) II or who receive subsistence aid in accordance 

with the SGB XII or in accordance with the Asylum Seekers Benefits Act. 

It is not possible to apply online for the Familienpass plus. This can only be obtained directly from 

Citizens’ Services, as up to date assessments on benefits in accordance with SGB II or on subsistence aid in 

accordance with SGB XII or in accordance with the Asylum Seekers Benefits Act have to be submitted. 

Here please observe the appropriate guidelines. 

The entry of people into the Familienpass who are extended family and friends (e.g. non-marital 

partnerships or divorced parents or children who have a different place of residence due to a separation) is 

also not possible during the online order, as the appropriate verifications (e.g. birth certificate and 

passport document) must be submitted to Citizens’ services. 

We ask for your understanding in this matter.  

Vouchers 

In the voucher booklet of the Familienpass, you can find vouchers for free entry or reductions for facilities 

and associations in Mannheim: e.g. several vouchers for indoor swimming pools; for theatre visits, for the 

city parks, for museums and many further leisure time activities.  

https://www.mannheim.de/node/2868/

